
STEALTH 9400
SUPER SKYRIDER NVIS ANTENNA 9400

Lowest profile mobile NVIS HF antenna

Superior performance in all ranges from 0 to 1500km

Immune to atmospheric noise and Electronic Warfare

Supports Automatic Link Establishment (ALE) 

Highest radiating efficiency and receive clarity

Integrated wideband Active Scan Antenna   

Disguised appearence for covert operations

Compatible with all existing HF transceiver 

Remote controlled loop deployment

Easy installation

FEATURES AT A GLANCE



Peacekeeping Emergency  Response                    Military & Police       
Border Patrol       Rescue & Ambulance  Mining Oil & Gas  

OPTIMAL RADIATION CHARACTERISTICS

HIGH RADIATION EFFICIENCY

FLEXIBLE INTERFACE

APPLICATIONS

COVERT AND SIMPLE FOR INSTALLATION

Stealth Telecom FZC
P.O. Box: 7755, Sharjah, UAE
Tel: +971 6 5575586
Fax: +971 6 5575481
e-mail: sales@stealth-tele.com

Frequency Range  3.4 to 16 MHz Transmit, 250KHz-30MHz Receive
Power Rating  125W PEP CW/DATA, 200W PEP SSB Voice
VSWR   Typical ≤1.3:1, 50Ω
Tuning Speed  New CH: ≤3 sec, Memory CH: ≤1sec 
Memory Channels  200 RAM, 200 EEPROM
Tune Power  External 3- 100W PEP  
DC Operating Range  10-16V DC (10-32V opt.) from transceiver or battery
Power Consumption   1.5 A tuning, 250mA static 
Integral Scan Amplifier  Gain 3 dB, IPᶾ ≥26dBm 
Connections  Mini-UHF socket/ MIL-DTL-5015 8-pin/ Mini-USB 
Interface Arrangement UHF socket MIL-DTL501, 8 pin/ USB / 3xTTL/UART/RS-485   
Protection   Reverse polarity, short circuit, lightning,   
   over voltage, induced RF Power
Operating Temperature Range -40°C to +70°C, 95% humidity 
Environmental  Meets MIL-STD-810F 516.5, 514.5, 510.4, IP68.
Wind Rating                                      50m/s=180km/h (110 M/h)
EMC/EMI   Meets MIL-STD-461, IEC/EN 61000
Mounting   Cross bars or direct fitting
Weight    40 kg 
Dimensions  Deployed[Stowed]: H720[180]xW1255xL1870mm
Color   RAL9004 Black*

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONS 

*- Control Cable length options and appropriate transceiver Adaptor Cable must be specified on order.  
Wide range of optional installation accessories is available in separate catalogue.

STANDARD PACKAGE  
9400.B40.000 Antenna Main Assembly
9300.B17.060 Control Cable, 5.5m*
9300.B17.061 Coaxial Cable, 6m*
9300.B17.005 Default Adaptor Cable 0.5m*
9300.C48.001 Installation kit (Includes CPS9300 CD, USB Cable and Installation Guide) 

9400 Super SkyRider

9400 Loop Performance

Whip Performance

The Stealth 9400 Automatic Tuning NVIS Loop Antenna is designed to provide reliable 
communication at distances from 0 to 5000 km in ground-wave and sky-wave modes 
with superior NVIS performance at distances from 30 to 400 km. Intended primarily for 
vehicular installations the 9400  became internationally acclaimed as best-in-class HF 
antenna for mobile and base station applications required for: 

At the low (typically 0-5 m) installation heights the 9400 antenna radiates in 
hemispherical radiation pattern optimized for achieving correct boundaries between 
ground wave, NVIS and sky wave modes eliminating skip zone and minimizing fading 
effects. At 100-500km distances the 9400 antenna facilitates high grade of communica-
tion immunity against Jamming and Direction Finding (DF).  Reliable communication 
with all HF radio stations regardless of their antenna polarization is assured. The 9400 
radiation pattern and automatic matching precision is stabilized by integrated radiating 
platform intended to exclude vehicle metalwork from being tuned.  This also protects 
humans from RF-exposure in fiberglass body vehicles.

The 9400 is a closed loop antenna tuned by microcontroller operated vacuum variable 
capacitor. When tuned to resonance, this high-Q circuit is capable to produce up to 
+13dB higher transmit and considerably more receive power compared with mobile 
whip antennas.  Ultra sharp selectivity of the 9400 facilitates easy collocation with other 
antennas and significant improvement of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) resulting in 
extreme clarity of received signal with minimized local industrial and static noise. 
Extremely high radiating efficiency combined with outstanding NVIS performance 
makes the 9400 best compact antenna for 24 hour communication at all distances in 
forests, mountain gorges and deserts.

The 9400 antenna is designed for flexible interfacing with virtually any HF radio without 
auxiliary antenna couplers. Channel data from the transceiver is obtained using an 
internal frequency counter or received in digital format via RS485 line. With the 
supplied CPS-9400 Antenna Configuration Software and USB cable the 9400 antenna 
can be easily programmed via a PC for flawless operation with any digital or analogue 
HF radio, including those not equipped with any specific tuner interface. As all 94-family 
loop antennas, the 9400 is self-efficient and does not require any additional antenna 
tuners simplifying and reducing cost of installations.

The 9400 is world’s lowest profile mobile HF antenna which adds only 0.7m to the 
vehicle height. The antenna platform is designed to resemble the appearance of a 
luggage rack providing the disguise for covert applications. Motorized Loop positions 
and tuning parameters are controlled from an in-cabin Antenna Control Unit. In stowed 
loop position an additional Scan antenna equipped with wideband receiver amplifier is 
activated enabling Scan or Free Tune mode. This makes the 9400 antenna sensitive to 
even weakest signals ensuring faster connection in ALE mode. Antenna is very easy to 
install using selection of aftermarket cross-bars widely available for all vehicle types. 
Various cable length options and comprehensive technical support is also available 
from Stealth Telecom Help Desk and Authorised Service Centres.

9300.B33.100 Interface Converter
9300.B34.002 Antenna Control Unit (with clip and cable)
9400.B36.241 2.4-16 MHz extended tuning option
9400.B28.940 Antenna Magnetic Mount (set of 4) 

9400.D53.000

Distributed by:

Note: Specifications may change without prior notice. Please verify updated specifications on order.


